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Introduction (1)

Maryland’s Twelve Visions...
... outline a template for sustainable
development throughout the region.
Increasingly, however, regional
development depends on worldwide
trends affecting climate, markets,
and human migration. More than
ever before, practical sustainability –
including environmental stewardship
and urban design – must be based
upon reciprocal relationships at the
micro and macro scale.

Those responsible for Maryland’s
development include planners,
architects, politicians, and local
stakeholders. Increasingly, those
stakeholders reflect also worldwide
trends and the burgeoning migration
of people to and from the State. A
“global” perspective for long-term
planning is more critical than ever.

“Global Maryland”...
... is a concept that acknowledges
this perspective. With a special
emphasis on Maryland’s cities and
their counterparts abroad, “Global
Maryland” seeks to supplement local
planning practices with new ideas
from around the world. Thinking
about sustainable development from
Europe, Africa, Asia, and South
America must influence conventional
thinking here at home.

Maryland’s Sister Cities programs
provide a useful model for the
intellectual and cultural exchanges
which can (potentially) drive a true
“Global Maryland.” Existing
agreements exist between the State
and more than 14 regions, including
Mexico, Liberia, Poland, and Ireland.
Baltimore alone has agreements with
more than 10 cities around the world.

The Scope of Our Study
This semester’s design studio
sought an issue of global importance
to establish shared interests
between Maryland’s cities and similar
conurbations abroad. Working with
the Baltimore-Rotterdam Sister Cities
Committee, Morgan students
researched, analyzed, and designed
projects for parallel sites in both
Baltimore and Rotterdam.

Among the many current issues
demanding attention, human
migration -- understood as both legal
and illegal immigration, political
refuge, and the influx of US citizens
from other states -- appeared
especially critical. More than ever,
“Global Maryland” must place
planning for migration at the core
of its Twelve Planning Visions.
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Introduction (2)

Rethinking Newcomer Settlement in “Global Maryland”Who Are Our Newcomers?
The distinction among categories of
immigration is often contentious. Is it
necessary? Maryland’s Twelve
Planning Visions address
environment, infrastructure, and
community -- not residents’ legal
status. Accordingly, designers and
planners need a new, less value-
laden way of discussing Maryland’s
variously migrant population.

We propose the term “Newcomers”
to embrace all persons, of whatever
status, who seek Maryland’s
communal vision. Newcomers may
come from diverse backgrounds,
speak different languages, or
embrace different faiths. How,
through planning and design, can we
nurture their present and future
contributions to our community?

Planning for Newcomers requires
managing contradictions.

Should Newcomers be considered
permanent residents or transients by
the community? If the latter, should
planners anticipate short duration or
long duration of transiency?

Should care for Newcomer
populations emphasize their cultural
and linguistic “absorption” into a new
city, or should such care nurture their
culture of origin?

Should settlement planning disperse
individual Newcomers (or their
nuclear families) throughout
Maryland’s communities, or should
planning maintain geographic
cohesion among Newcomers’
settlements?

How can Newcomers’ immediate
needs be balanced by concern for
long-term welfare of existing
residents? What does “equity” mean
with respect to both?

How should resources be divided?
Categories of resources may include
employment, education, data, and
mobility, as well as shelter, food, and
water.

Naturally, the diversity among
Newcomers contributes to these
contradictions. Nevertheless,
sensitivity to the presence of
contradictions must inform planning
for Newcomers. One consequence of
such sensitivity might be an renewed
emphasis on infrastructure, rather
than merely (architectural) structure.
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Each explicit challenge addressed
one or more of Maryland’s Twelve
Planning Visions.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION and
COMMUNITY DESIGN must be the
foundation for future, non-Developer-
led housing schemes.

INFRASTRUCTURE and
TRANSPORTATION must be key
components of all new development
in “Global Maryland.” According,
thinking about housing itself as
“infrastructure” will require direct
public investment in the future.

If different kinds of groups can share
individual units, eating areas,
common spaces, and work facilities,
a range of HOUSING densities
emerges naturally from architectural
design.

Likewise, new mixed-use building
types (courtyard, monobloc, land-
form) will improve neighborhood
QUALITY OF LIFE by providing a
stronger tax base and greater
cultural diversity at a local scale.

Innovative energy systems are critical
to improved SUSTAINABILITY,
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION,
RESOURCE CONSERVATION, and
STEWARDSHIP of our natural
resources, in and out of urban areas.

Services for Newcomers must be
provided in GROWTH AREAS, so
that all persons together are afford
opportunities for ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT in an equitable and
mutually supportive environment.

Changing the Status Quo -- New Models of Development for Newcomers

Introduction (3)

Instructors challenged students to
rethink typical housing’s “status quo”:

* To propose a conceptual
development framework other than
the “Developer-led” model.

* To propose dwelling-unit aggregation
based on models other than the
“nuclear family.”

* To test the efficacy of alternative
building types other than those a
city’s traditional vernacular.

* To research and design non-
conventional environmental systems,
with an emphasis on passive energy,
regeneration, and recapture.

* To propose architectural designs that
break down spatial  and geographical
segregation between Newcomers and
current residents.
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Process (1)

Studio III is the third design studio in
the Graduate Architecture sequence.
All work is, however, expected to be
done by hand: sketching, drawing,
and model making. The emphasis on
hand-produced graphics and models
is intended to foster increased
attention to architectural tectonics
and to lessen reliance on
preconceptions implicit in digital
media.

Students were divided into two
groups. One group would work on a
site in Baltimore; the other would
work on a site in Rotterdam. Halfway
through the semester, each group
would switch sites, so that both
groups would design one project for
each site in Baltimore and
Rotterdam.

After a brief warm-up assignment,
students were presented with four
projects of the course of the 16-
week semester: initial site analysis
for Baltimore and Rotterdam sites, a
four-week design project, a two-
week sketch project, and a six-week
design project.

Site Analysis & Design
The first step is fact collection. Yet
hand-in-hand with “collecting facts”
is the context-ualization of those
facts, a synthetic process called
“analysis,” and the reciprocal study
of close-up and big-picture
information. Site analysis proceeds,
therefore, as a combination of
observation, reading, representation,
and research.

Pedagogy, Analysis, and Design: The Studio Process & Site Analysis
The result of site analysis is not
necessarily a definitive direction for
students’ design process, but rather
an inventory of alternative per-
spectives, opinions, and narratives
which can be drawn upon throughout
the design process. Students were
encouraged to consider the following:

* How did Baltimore & Rotterdam
develop as a city?

* How can one characterize their
“urban morphology,” their
architectural traditions, and their past
and present demographics?

* Who and what contributed to each
city’s historical development?

* Which voices are missing from
traditional descriptions of that
development?
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Process (2)

After initial fact-collecting and
analysis, students were presented
with architectural projects to design.

For each project, the starting point is
the “program” or “brief,” a document
that lists functions to be included in
the building and expressed by the
designer. Each function is assigned
a required floor area, along with
additional technical parameters.
Each student is encouraged to
modify the assigned project brief to
align with her or his vision for the
project.

Projects were titled as follows:

* Outreach Center for Newcomers

* Portable Architecture
  (Dwelling Unit for Transients)

* Living Laboratory for Newcomers

Students were especially
encouraged to consider the future of
Baltimore and Rotterdam in the
context of climate change and
current social inequality. Students
were reminded of Sustainable
Development initiatives in both
Maryland and Holland

Accordingly, students were
challenged to bring architectural
quality, spatial quality and ecological
quality together in their design
narratives and to look for the social
value that each design could add.

To do so, students had to work
iteratively in drawing and model in
order to experiment first with a
proposed form, to evaluate it, and to
assess how best to modify the
design to achieve their goals.

Pedagogy, Analysis, and Design: Project Brief, Sustainable Development, & Collaboration
At regular intervals, students
presented their work to invited
guests for feedback. These guests
included architectural professionals
as well as local experts in global
economics, immigration history,
and cross-cultural exchange.

What follows is a redacted digest of
this semester’s work, including four
individual student projects conceived
as “Case Studies,” illustrating the
second design project:
Living Laboratory for Newcomers
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Participants
Instructors

Cristina Murphy, Assistant Professor
Architect, Rotterdam + Baltimore

Jeremy Kargon, Associate Professor
Architect, Baltimore MD

Students (Group 1)
Faranak Ghanaatpisheh Sanaei

Teheran, Iran

Jordan Horne
Baltimore, MD

Opeyemi Ikotun
Lagos, Nigeria

Alhaji Jalloh
Freetown, Sierra Leone

Adia Key
Richmond, VA

Marcella Massa
Cuiabá, Brazil

Oluwagbemiga Oderinde
Lagos, Nigeria

Matthew Tuckfield
Annapolis, MD

Adam Walczyk
Bel Air, MD

Students (Group 2)
Ginikachi Eburuoh

Upper Marlboro, MD

Jessica Batista De Freitas
Salto, Brazil

Tinashe Kasiyamhuru
Harare, Zimbabwe

David Keener
Annapolis, Maryland

Mudiaga Odudu
Ikeja, Nigeria

Brian Oswinkle
Baltimore, MD

Benjamin Riniker
Ellicott City, MD

Joseph Taylor
Eldersburg, MD

ARCH 530 Design Studio, Groups 1 & 2
Missing: J. Kargon, G. Eburuoh, B. Riniker, J.Taylor
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Site Data & Analysis - Baltimore (1)
Site Narrative

The site selected in Baltimore for the “Living Laboratory” is
geographically central within the city, adjacent to several
transportation systems, close to commercial and cultural
institutions, yet (paradoxically) a “leftover” space at the edge of the
city’s premier arts and entertainment district. The apparent
contradictions embodied by the selected property were especially
attractive considering the different ways in which a “Living
Laboratory” would have to serve its occupants and residents
elsewhere in the city.

The site selected in Baltimore spans a full city block, with St. Paul
Street (a major southbound traffic artery) to the west and Calvert
Street (a major northbound traffic artery) to the east. To the north of
the site, the property is bounded variously by a private parking lot,
an alley, and a short segment of Federal Street. To the south, the
site is bounded continuously by the Amtrak right-of-way next to
Pennsylvania Station. Each boundary of the site is, therefore,
different from every other, affording the Living Laboratory with a
multiplicity of urban conditions appropriate to its complex program.

The site features also an extreme change of grade, rising almost
30 feet from south (at the train tracks) to the north side. Given the
site’s extreme vertical rise, its narrow plan proportions, and its
proximity to the nuisance of train traffic, it is unsurprising that the
property has remains vacant throughout its history. Nevertheless,
contemporary pressures of development have led recently to
development of similar parcels nearby; the large property west of
St. Paul Street has recently been slated for a multimillion dollar
“transit oriented” shopping and residential complex.

Finally, from the perspective of Baltimore’s immigration history, the
site is unencumbered. Having been vacant over its history, using
the property displaces no one; far from the core residential areas,
the site’s development threatens no one’s immediate interest. On
the other hand, remote from previous century’s port of call, it has
no connection with earlier waves of immigration. As the potential
locus of students’ thinking about “Global Maryland,” the site is a
practical choice -- close to amenities, but historically “innocent” as
any urban site can be.

View from Calvert Street, facing West

View from  Calvert Street, facing South

View from St. Paul Street, facing East

View from  Site, facing South

Aerial View of Site
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Site Analysis - Baltimore (2) -- by Marcella Massa
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Site Analysis - Baltimore (3) -- by Marcella Massa
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Site Data & Analysis - Rotterdam (1)
Site Narrative

The site selected in Rotterdam for the “Living Laboratory” is
geographically remote from the city’s historical core, yet an active
part of its urban history. Like so many other areas throughout
Holland, the site is itself reclaimed land, created for the purpose of
human use. Its creation was part of the centuries-long process of
expansion of Rotterdam’s port along the complex Rhine river
system.

The site stands on the east edge of what is called now “Quarantine
Island.” Starting in the early 1930’s, a significant portion of the
island was given over to use as a quarantine station for seafarers
possibly subject to contagious diseases. By the late 1930’s,
Rotterdam experienced an influx of refugees -- mostly Jews -- from
Germany. These refugees and other immigrants were housed in
the institution barracks which were built earlier that decade. After
the war, the facilities were used intermittently as residence for the
mentally ill and eventually abandoned as social services were
established elsewhere in the city. Most recently, Quarantine
Island’s fraught history has been acknowledge by its designation
as a protected heritage area; at the same time, artists have used
its relative isolation to establish a growing community within the
formerly abandoned buildings. This relatively stable environment is
currently threatened with intensive economic development as
Rotterdam’s metropolitan growth has expanded to include even
formerly peripheral areas like Quarantine.

The specific location identified for the students’ engagement lies
outside the historic designation. The irregular parcel is bounded
by the access road (on the west), an interior road (on the north and
south), and the long water’s edge (on the east). The site is only a
few meters above sea level, and most without a change to its
topography. Views to the east, north, and south are considerable
and include technical innovation center “RDM Rotterdam”
immediately across the channel.

Quarantine Island in Rotterdam represents a unique challenge: still
peripheral to the city’s vibrant activity yet central in the city’s
historical imagination.

Rotterdam and Environs

Aerial View of Site

View towards Quarantine Island from Heijplaat

View North along Site

View East towards Site

View from  Site towards Heijplaat
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Site Data & Analysis - Rotterdam (2)
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Site Data & Analysis - Rotterdam (3)
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Case Study I - Baltimore (1)

The idea behind the building was to simply have a living breathing struc-
ture that focuses on the sustainable use and conservation of natural
resources (land, water, and air). Anchored by the ‘FORM FOLLOWS
INFORMATION’ approach, the result is a balance -- between program-
matic requirements and site restrictions, between urban morphological
constraints and climatic conditions -- to achieve functional and comfort-
able interior spaces.

The project seeks to belong to the Baltimore city design language by
conforming to the general dimensions, proportions and style of the sur-
rounding buildings. It goes further by smartly incorporating sustainable
technologies and maintaining a strong street support.

In a bid to keep the Carbon Tag of the project on a minimum, the follow-
ing sustainable technologies are incorporated in the project:

1. Reuse of existing on-site fence as an exterior “Green Screen.”

2. Rehabilitation of the existing on-site vegetation for environmental control on the
building facade. Doing so conserves the naturally existing ecosystem.

3. Introduction of air purification plants on the interior of the building ensure a healthy
environment to the inhabitants. The preserved
vegetation on the exterior Green Screen as well as the green roof seeks to assure
that post intervention carbon footprint is equal to the pre-intervention levels.

4. The herbs and leafy greens produced within the building adds to a healthier
lifestyle of the inhabitants while ensuring net zero carbon miles on the vegetables
consumed by the inhabitants. ‘

5. All this held together by an uncomplicated traditional concrete and steel structure.
An autonomous hydroponic system seeks to reduce costs associated with
manufacturing, construction and maintenance.

View of 1/8” Scale Model
South-facing Facade, including “Green Skin,”

Curtain Wall, and Public Performance Area

“AGRItecture” by Tinashe Kasiyamhuru

Green Screen Hydroponic Technologies

Source: https://blog.brightagrotech.com/indoor-hydroponic-farming-costs-profits
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Case Study I - Baltimore (2)

“AGRItecture” by Tinashe Kasiyamhuru

Site Development Plan Preliminary Site Model with Adjacent Buildings

Site Development Diagrams

Schematic Building Section
(Passive Ventilation)

Rainwater Harvesting System Schematic

View of Working Roof: Greenhouses, Rainwater Harvesting, Skylight,
& Social Space

Hydroponic System Fixtures Aquaponics Cycle

Initial Concept Diagram
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Case Study I - Baltimore (3)

“AGRItecture” by Tinashe Kasiyamhuru

Entrance Floor Plan (Entrance): “0” Level

Lower Level Floor Plan (Aqua/Hydroponic Garden): “-2” Level

Upper Level Plans (Residential Units): “+3-5” Levels Building Cross SectionPartial Building Elevation (Federal Street, Facing North)
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Case Study II - Baltimore (1)

by Jéssica Freitas View of 1/8” Scale Model
South-facing Facade, including “Dynamic Shading”

Curtain Wall, and Public Site Access
BaltiHomes Living Laboratory (BLL) incorporates different living
typologies to serve multiple family arrangements present in our current
society and to accommodate the urban population expansion, focus-
ing on Newcomers as part of this population.

At its street level, the BLL includes a public kitchen, language ex-
change lounge, and food court. These facilities can be used for
classes, volunteer work, and residents’ cooking their own food.

The residential area comprise the 5 upper levels of the BLL. It can
host up to 120 people, who may stay as short-term or long-term
guests. The units can, therefore, be personalized to meet the needs of
the ever-changing community.

Residential units facing south receive considerable solar gain and are
provided motorized sun shutters, which are controlled individually by
the guest living in the unit. The shutters save energy and help in the
overall building comfort. They also produce their own energy by cap-
turing solar power through PV devices attached to each one of them.

The two levels below street level serve the BLL community and its
surrounding area. Facilities offer daycare, theater, and a fabrication
workshop. At the lowest level, a linear park divides the BLL building
from the tracks of the Pennsylvania Station.

Sketch Model    Folding Paradigm         Shade Prototype
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Case Study II - Baltimore (2)

by Jéssica Freitas

Site Development Plan Preliminary Site Model with Adjacent Buildings

Site Relationships DiagramSite Access Diagram

Project Elevation with Sunshades

Greywater Reuse Diagram

Entry Level

Lower Level
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Building Cross Section

Case Study II - Baltimore (3)

by Jéssica Freitas
Upper Level Plan (Residential Units - Typical Floor) Alternative Residential Unit Configurations

Entry Level Plan (Lobby and Shared Kitchen)

Lower Level Plan (Theater and Daycare)

(Plan)    (Cross Section)
Long Term Unit, Single/Double

(Plan)    (Cross Section)
Short-term Unit, Quad
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Case Study III - Rotterdam (1)

Now more than ever, the ideal of equality and
tolerance for diversity is under sustained threat. This
project seeks to address those issues while providing
a sustainable abode for integrating transplants into
egalitarian Dutch society.

However, being sited on Quarantine Island presents
challenges to (and opportunities for) integration and
interaction between Newcomers and locals. To
circumvent isolation, this project proposes that the art
storytelling (theatre) may be deployed to transcend
cultural barriers and unify people. A circle represents
purity in equality. In this design, therefore, a circular
composition leads Newcomers from the river through
healing gardens towards mental well-being, as they
brace themselves for an uncertain but hopeful future.

The design was further guided by the concept of
“displacement” (see diagram, right) to provide
terraced shelter. This aspect of the design represents
the abrupt shift in reality that Newcomers experience
after immigration.

The ALIEN by Alhaji Jalloh

Technologies Contributing to Sustainability:

Play Pump: Derived from the adjacent river and rain water, the building’s
water supply, pumping, and filtration system would be partially driven by
the dynamic energy generated by on-site playground merry-go-rounds
and see- saws.

Piezoelectricity: Energy generated by pedestrians and cyclists would be
stored through piezoelectric cells installed along the continuous spiral.

Circular Economy: The Theatre is the heart of the building, ensuring
not only cultural exchange but driving the self-sustaining economy of

Aerial View (Conceptual)

“Displacement”
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Site Development Plan
Site Model at Waterfront with Adjacent Buildings

Site Transportation Access from Central RotterdamGreater Site Activity Locus Site Access

Case Study III - Rotterdam (2)

Project Model Close-Up

Programmatic Adjacencies Parti Diagram

The ALIEN by Alhaji Jalloh
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Site Model at Waterfront with Adjacent Buildings

Case Study III - Rotterdam (3)

Building Cross Section (Perpendicular to Water’s Edge)

Building Elevation (View from Water)

“Play Pump” Schematic Piezoelectric Building Element Schematic

The ALIEN by Alhaji Jalloh
Ground Level Plan (Lobby + Public Services): “0” Level
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Case Study IV - Rotterdam (1)

In many countries, the lotus, flower is symbol of rebirth & regeneration. But
the start of this flower’s life is unlike many other flowers. When the lotus first
begins to sprout, it is under water and surrounded by mud and muck, by fish,
by insects — simply dirty, rough conditions. Despite these conditions, the
lotus flower maintains its strength. Throughout this time, the stem continues to
grow, and the pod slowly surfaces above the water, into the clean air. It is then
that the lotus slowly opens each beautiful petal to the sun, basking in the
worldly beauty surrounding it. The lotus flower is ready to take on the world.

Rotterdam’s Newcomers are like the lotus. They were elsewhere but were
forced to leave and move to the new country because Persecution, Forced
Removal, or War. They have to rebuild their future despite this muddy
situation.

Location:
The site located in the middle of the water between Quarantine Island and
RDM Campus, Heijplaat. The site would be accessible by a new bridge to
connect the two areas.

Sustainability Concept:
The project is an example of a floating superstructure. We have proposed a
Geopolymer Concrete substructure, formed into large, sturdy boxes.

The LOTUS by Faranak Ghanaatpisheh Sanaei

View of 1/16” Scale Model
Central Dome Superstructure

Diagram: Lotus and Floating Structure
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The LOTUS by Faranak Ghanaatpisheh Sanaei

Case Study IV - Rotterdam (2)

Site Model: Floating Superstructure Connected by Pedestrian Bridges

Project Model Close-Up

Site Section: Floating Island + Raised Bridges for Passing Nautical TrafficSite Plan: Floating Superstructure, Bridges, and Adjacent Land
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The LOTUS by Faranak Ghanaatpisheh Sanaei

Case Study IV - Rotterdam (3)

Floor Plan: Entry Level Perspective Section through Central Building

Diagram: Passive Ventilation

Diagram: Visual Access
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a mutual process of learning, and
an open-minded process of growth.
We all ought to be curious and even
eager  to get to know different
cultures and look what we both can
learn and how to move forward.

Inspired by Doug Saunders’ Arrival
City, the students analyzed two sites
(in Baltimore and in Rotterdam) not
just to provide temporary shelter and
institutional support to Newcomers
but also to embrace the opportunity
to create a place where citizens of all
nations can come together and
imagine a better world.

Students were challenged to create
sustainable environments in which
people could thrive and flourish as
individuals, families, and as healthy
communities.

New Visions for a “Global Maryland”

Conclusion

What will be remembered about our
century, more than anything except
perhaps changes to the climate, is
its shift of populations.

The “Global North” needs migrants
not only as service providers but
also as intellectual partners to plan,
jointly, how we all can live on this
planet in a sustainable fashion.
Immigration itself will inevitably
continue. We need, therefore, to
plan for that “Global Citizen” who
embraces new directions to take,
together.

Through this studio, we tried to
provide answers that moved beyond
welcoming and projected a future
where immigration is not a one way
exchange but rather a double
learning process of integration,

Sustainability within this studio has
been about expressing (through
architectural design) concepts of
circular economy and communal living.
Including new infrastructure for the
newcomers and attracting the local
population to our sites has been the
most complex task of all.

Our students sought to create spaces
that would be, to paraphrase Saunders,
not “static conditions” but “points of
interchange,” places where some of the
most important and surprising changes
of the 21st century are taking place.

Globalization is where we are.
Now, Maryland and its partners (near
and far) must move forward through
planning and design.
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Appendix (1) Project Brief: Outreach Center for Newcomers
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Appendix (2) Project Brief: Portable Architecture
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Appendix (3) Living Laboratory for Newcomers


